Introduction. In this paper we try to generalize the "results obtained in [7] • We have introduced there the notion of shifter space T n , as an n-dimensional manifold, on which a nonsingular double tensor, satisfying certain additional postulates is defined.
In section 1 we shall introduce the notion of space Tg, as a pair of n-dimensional manifolds: X n , Y n , for which a nonsifagular product tensor has been defined. The problem of introducing a linear connexion in space T^ will be discussed' in section 2. In section 3 we shall present certain generalizations qf the space T^, namely we shall consider two manifolds« an n-dimensional X n and an n-dimensional Y 11 .
1. Let us take two manifolds: n-dimensional X 11 and n-dimensional Y n . Let x e X n , y e Y n be arbitrary points of these manifolds. Let us denote by i=1,...,n; ot =1,...,n, the coordinates of the points x, y respectively, in certain coordinate systems, whereas by x^ , y a we denote their coordinates in arbitrary other allowable coordinate systems. By an ( H,E)rP r°d uct tensor co r^, r=1,... ,m, 9=1,...,!, we mean a geometric product object which has the following law of transformation [2] , [6] is called a product tensor of valence (1,0;'1,0) . Taking in (1.1) instead of matrix H(B) the inverse matrix-its elements we denote by h',-we get a product object which has the following law of transformation Putting H(B)=B, H(A)=A in (1.3), we get the product tensor t^-of valence (1,0;0,1) , that is a product object with the transformation formula (1.4) tj = A* t* .
As a natural generalization of the shifter space T n , introduced in the paper [7] we get a space which will be denoted by T| . Defini-tion. 1.1. Space is a triplet (X n ,Y n ,g*) where g* is a nonsingular product tensor of valence (1,0;0,1) . This tensor will be called a shifter. Tangent spaces in points x,y resp. will be denoted by V , With the help of the shifter g a we define a mapping which to a vector V(V a ) e T (Y n ) assigns a vector vtv 1 ) e T (X n ) in y x the following way
The inverse correspondence has the form (cf.
[7])
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In an analogical way we can define a correspondence for covariant vectors (1.7) u-^x) = gj U a (y) f Ujy) = gj; Ul U).
Generally speaking, if 7 ( ^ /3( ) denotes a tensor density of weight [-f) and of valence (k,l)-at a point y-then the tensor density tit'*"'* It may be easily shown that by relation (1.8) a tensor density is defined at the point x, which does not depend upon the choice of coordinate system at the point y. The proof is quite similar to that given in [7] for the shifter displacement of tensor density, so we omit it.
If the manifold yn is E. space with a linear connexion r^y, that is Y n =L n , then the manifold X 11 can also be equipped with a linear connexion. Namely if we define an object
then, as it can easilly be proved, it does not depend upon the choice of a coordinate system at the point y, moreover when x"*" -- The proof is quite analogous to that given in [7] for the shifter displacement of linear connexion. In general the object A is a product object, that is A=A(x,y). Prom the independence of this object of the choice of a coordinate system at the pibint y, that is A (x^y 01 ) sAix^y 01 ), it follows that this objects is a scalar with respect to y, whereas from the law of transformation (1.10) we conclude that it is a linear connexion with respect to x. If A (x,y) =A(x) 0" (y) . where <5{y ) = Siy") ^ 0, then we ofotain a linear connexion Aon the manifold X n by putting
In general, at every point x we will have as many objects A, defined by formula (1.9), as there are points y. So fixing a point y e Y n we get at every point x e X n only one object A which on account of (1.10) can be regarded as a linear connexion on manifold X 11 . Prom formula«(1.9) it is evident that if a connexion /""JL.
--i is symmetrical then the connexion A^ need not be symmetric. 2. In M it has been shown that the covariant derivative ir ^ i D^^ of product tensor T a has the form The object redoes not depend upon the choice of a coordinate system at the point x, whereas by the change of coordinate system at the point y it transforms in the same way as linear connexion.
In [9] it has been shown that if one assumes Leibniz's rule then the following condition is fulfilled
where -A?. is a linear connexion on the manifold whereas the law of transformation of the product object r.n has ¿J the form" (2.12) r%. = A* Bi Bf-rj, -A];. B" B", .
In view of (2.11) equation (2. -379 - Taking account of (2.15) and (2.16) in (2.14) we get ds 2 = gj^U) ^ + ga>6(y) el Sj dx 1 = = (gi;j + gld) dx 1 dx d = gi;j dx 1 dx 3 ' , where g. . ¥ e<x/3 t£ S^ , ^ S±j + B1J * 7 = * ^ ' This means that the square of length of line element in space W is equal to the .square of length of line element in a space W n with metric tensor g^ (it is evident that g^-g^) . Example 2.1.
As an example of the space T^ we can take the continuous body being the subject of considerations of continuum mechanics. Namely, such a body is considered as a three-dimensional manifold [4] , [10] , [11] .
In this case we get the whole family of spaces T^ because if we denote by 1? the configuration of the body in a fixed instant of time e.g. t=0, and by Y^ its configuration in an arbitrary instant t>0, then the family j 1^} 1188 the r_ " 1 ' ^ 1 ' . Because it is assumed that there
is a dlffeomorphism/ between spaces ,-as a shifter we 3 a>° can take the, product tensor g" = -^ (t-fixed), where <p is a diffeomorphism.
3. Let us take two manifolds: n-dimensional X 11 and n-dimensional Y n , n need not be equal to n. Let us assume that we have a product tensor g^-,i=ij,... ,n, <x =1,... ,n. -By means of this product tensor one can define the following correspondences (3.1) v^x) » gi V«(y),
whereV(V a ) eTy(Y n ) , viv 1 ) eTx(X n ). Now, since in general ||g^|| is not a square matrix, formula (1.8) will not, in general, be true. In general the matrix inverse to ||g"|| does not exist. This means that we must have yet another product tensor.Let us denote it by G^ . Then we define applications T a (y) = GI t^x) , (3.4) Wi(x) = G* Wa(y).
Generally, if T /a,...^ depotes a tensor at point y of valence (k,l), then at a point x there will correspond to it the following tensor
The quadruple (X n ,Y n ,g*,G^) will be called a space T^n' n) . In the case when n=n, det ||g^|| / 0, it may be assumed ll fi ill = II Sal~1» and the s P ace T^n' n^i s reduced to T^ . i « Remark 3.1.
Tensors ga , G^ may be also considered as connecting tensors [2], [5] f [6] .Such a case exists, where F®, are the elements of the matrix inverse to matrix ||Fg(A)|| , is called F-coviariant vector of the first kind. In an analogous way as has been made above for tensors we can assign F-vectors to F-vectors (and vice versa).Namely if there are defined (H,H)-product tensors g^ , G^ r=1,...,m , 9=1,...and if on the manifold X n there are given F-vectors cj T ,Qrt (we consider only F-vectors of the first kind since for F-vectors of the second kind our discussion is analogous) , whereas on the manifold Y 11 , F-vectors %¡¡, , n?, <f>^, then we can determine the following correspondences (3.10) It seems that one will be able "to reduce" the geometry of spaces T^' 11 ', metry of imbedded spaces. Such an approach would lead to a uniform treatment of the geometry on Cartesian products of manifolds and the geometry of imbedded spaces (at least certain aspects of such geometries).
We think that in. future it will be possible to apply spaces as models for Riemannian spaces with degenerate fundamental tensor.
